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Research General Idea

Context awareness increasingly becomes an essential 
attribute for software systems  attribute for software systems. 

M bil  li i   b fi  f    Mobile applications may benefit from context awareness 
since they incur to context changes during their execution.

Mobile applications can adapt their structure and behavior as 
    h   l  h  ff  d  h  a way to preserve the service quality they offer under the 

different contexts.



Research Contributions

Introducing an approach for capturing the context variability 
of mobile applications  starting from monitoring  through a of mobile applications, starting from monitoring, through a 
sensing app, context variables values.

Learning, from the monitored data, context variables models 
and deducing from them the contextual situationsand deducing from them the contextual situations.

D d  h  k l d  l d  h   b h  h  Deducing, other knowledge including, the user behavior that 
identifies specific user profile.



Context Definitions

“Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An 
entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a 
user and an application  including the user and applications themselves ”user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

Context variable is any type of contextual information affecting the system behavior.y yp g y

Contextual Situation can be defined by a group of context variables and their values, 
under which a system will eventually run.

“A system is context aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or A system is context-aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or 
services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task. ”



Context 
Variables Variables 

Categories

Operational categorization 
identifies context variables according 
to how they are attained, modeled, 
and treated [1] 
Conceptual categorization is 
the one that categorizes context 
variables according to their
meaning.[1]
Sophistication categorization is 
 f  f  l a refinement for operational 

categorization to categorize the 
context variables based on the level 

f hi ti ti  t  hi  th  [2]of sophistication to achieve them [2].

[1] A. H. Van Bunningen, L. Feng, and P. M. Apers, “Context for ubiquitous data management,” in Ubiquitous Data Management, 2005. 
UDM 2005. International Workshop on. IEEE, 2005, pp. 17–24.
[2] B. J. A. Ask, “The future of mobile ebusiness is context.” forrester, 2012.



Context Variables

C {val1, val2, ... valz } for discrete values

C { [vala, valb],[valc, vald], .. } for range of values

Example:Example:

B {S ffi i tB tt N S ffi i tB tt }B {SufficientBattery,NonSufficientBattery}

CN {AvailableConnectivity,NonAvailableConnectivity}



Contextual Situations

S = { C1(valC1 ), C2(valC2 ), . . . , Cx(valCx ) }

Example:p

S1={B(SufficientBattery),CN(AvailableConnectivity)}{ ( y), ( y)}

S2={B(SufficientBattery),CN(NonAvailableConnectivity)}

S3={B(NonSufficientBattery),CN(AvailableConnectivity)}S3 {B(NonSufficientBattery),CN(AvailableConnectivity)}

S4={B(NonSufficientBattery),CN(NonAvailableConnectivity)}



Empirical Approach to Context Modeling

To understand context variability, we introduce an empirical 
approach  based on an Android mobile application that approach, based on an Android mobile application that 
monitors the mobile phone context variables.

By analyzing the monitored data, we are able to model the 
context variables and the contextual situations as UML context variables and the contextual situations as UML 
Statecharts.



Empirical Approach to Context Modeling 
(C t )(Cont.)

Context modeling can be used for analyzing QoS of mobile 
systems determining the different contextual situations systems, determining the different contextual situations 
under which one needs to study the system behaviors and 
deciding at which contextual situation to adapt.deciding at which contextual situation to adapt.





Context Sensing Application CSA

It is developed for Android operating systems. It can run in 
the backgroundthe background.

I  i  bl     i bl  d l  h  i f i  i  It is able to sense context variables and log the information in 
a text file stored locally on the mobile internal memory.



CSA (Cont.)



Screen Shot of CSA results



Context Variables Modeling

To model the context variables retrieved by CSA. 

Each type of context variable is handled by using a UML 
S h h     h    Statechart where a state represents the current context 
variable value at the time when users demand for services. 

The transition probabilities are then calculated with the 
f ll  f lfollowing formula:



An example on computing transition 
probabilities



Battery Level Battery Level 
and Battery 

State Context 
V i bl  Variables 

Model ExampleModel Example



Contextual Situations Modeling

The statecharts derived for the context variables are lumped 
into one statechart  called contextual situation model  that into one statechart, called contextual situation model, that 
models the runtime context evolution of a mobile context-
aware software system.aware software system.

Each state in the contextual situation model  is a  super state  Each state in the contextual situation model, is a, super state, 
obtained from the combination of certain number of states.



Contextual Situation Model Example



Deriving User Behavior

By analyzing the data logged by CSA, we found that it is 
possible to extract from them additional information  possible to extract from them additional information. 

I  ti l  i   l  t i d f   i   it In particular, reasoning on values retrieved for a given user, it 
is possible to derive insights on user daily behavior and 
activitiesactivities.



Deriving User Behavior Example
Wh     h  b  h  d l l d d    When we reason on the battery charging and level degradation over time, 
we discovered two user behaviors:

The mobile user, who performed the test, charges her mobile phone in 
an average of 1 2 hours per day  We conclude this from the time the an average of 1.2 hours per day. We conclude this from the time the 
user device keeps plugged and unplugged during the running period of 
the CSA app. 

The mobile user has a noticeable different kind of activities while she 
uses her mobile phone. We captured, from the battery degradation 
occurred during the day, periods where the battery level drawn faster 
th  th  i d  than other periods. 



User Behavior Example



Applicable Example For The Method

We use contextual situations to analyze at each state the 
mobile application behaviors in terms of service availability mobile application behaviors in terms of service availability 
and user satisfaction, and to determine consequently the best 
adaptation at each contextual situation.adaptation at each contextual situation.





Conclusion
W  h  d d   l  CSA   b  d   We have introduced context sensing application CSA, to be used in a 
framework for monitoring, modeling context variables and contextual 
situations in mobile software systems.

The type of contexts can be modeled as statecharts whose states and 
transitions are based on collected context variables valuestransitions are based on collected context variables values.

Determining contextual situations transitions that represents the context g p
changes at a time, is essential for analyzing the system quality when it goes 
under these changes, it can also help in deciding the context awareness to 
be considered when designing the adaptation.g g p

The results show that from the context evolution one can conclude the 
 b h i  th t  h l  i  d ibi  th   filuser behavior that can help in describing the user profile.



Thanks for listening!!!


